February 11th 9 am to Noon, Trustees Room, The Salk Institute

SCHEDULE

9 am-9:15 am  | Introduction to Neuroscience

9:15-10:00 am | Neuroscience Modules
              - Comparative Neuroanatomy
              - Sheep Brain Dissection

10:00-10:15 am | Architecture of the Salk Institute by Margaret Tarampi

10:20-11:45 am | Lab Tours

  Emily Mathews and Nicole Coufal (Gage Lab): Learn how to get a fluorescent protein into a virus into a mouse brain. Participate in a step of the cloning process and view some examples of brain tissue after infection (glowing neurons).

  Hoang Nhan (Callaway Lab): View green fluorescent neurons under the microscope to understand the different shapes and sizes of various types of neurons. Observe a live neuron firing action potentials.

  Martha Bagnell and Aryn Gittis (du Lac Lab): Learn how to use an agarose gel to help genotype mice. View mouse brain tissue slides of different genotypes. Discuss how genotyping works and why it's important.

11:50-12:00 | Closing Discussion in the Courtyard
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